
Customer benefits:
• High process reliability
• Increased productivity 
• Easy handling and installation

Automatic winding 
Autoconer X6

High process reliability and increased productivity

Cops Lock Pro
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Cops Lock Pro

When the cops are made according to the given specifications, there are no problems with the standard clamping position. 
But sometimes the cops build-up starts at lower tube height to get more content on the cops. This causes problems during 
cops unwinding due to clamped yarn on the base of the tube. The new Cops Lock Pro with deeper clamping position will 
provide a great advantage for the customers to handle this situation.

The cops clamping position for Cops Lock Pro is lowered 
by 3 mm. This difference ensures either that the cops with 
too low starting point for the spinning process now can be 
unwound without yarn breaks or residues on the tube. Or 
cops which are spun regarding the recommendations now 
can spun with a little bit more content. 

Converting and setting up Cops Lock Pro requires 
approximately five minutes per winding unit. Installation 
and start-up can be performed by a Rieter service 
technician or by the customer. 

Easy handling of cops with more yarn content

Increased process reliability and productivity 
with Cops Lock Pro

Easy installation 

The data and illustrations in this brochure and on the corre-
sponding data carrier refer to the date of printing. Rieter re-
serves the right to make any necessary changes at any time and 
without special notice. Rieter systems and Rieter innovations 
are protected by patents.
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Cops Lock Pro clamps the tubes lower and improves the process 
reliability.

Standard Cops Lock Pro


